
   New Releases

 Clue: The Classic Edition
The Classic Edition
by KROEGER

ISBN: 714043011373
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.99

The suspects you know, in the mansion you remember, with the weapons you love: yes, this is classic Clue. Was it Miss Scarlett with the wrench in the
kitchen, or Professor Plum with the lead pipe in the conservatory? Find out as you make accusations and pursue the truth of the murder in this beloved board
game. It includes a board, 6 suspect tokens, 6 weapons, a deck of suspects, weapons, and room cards, the confidential case file, a detective notebook pad, die,
and rules. For ages 8 years and up.

 Firefly: The Game
the Game
by GALE FORCE NINE

ISBN: 9780992251659
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2013-09-01
Pages: 
Price: $52.95

In Firefly: The Game – based on the popular Firefly television series created by Joss Whedon – players captain their own Firefly-class transport ship,
traveling the 'Verse with a handpicked crew of fighters, mechanics and other travelers. As a captain desperate for work, players are compelled to take on any
job — so long as it pays. Double-dealing employers, heavy-handed Alliance patrols, and marauding Reavers are all in a day's work for a ship's captain at the
edge of the 'Verse.

 Legends Of Andor
by FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

ISBN: 9781616615871
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Inc
Pub. Date: 2012-11-01
Pages: 
Price: $52.50

Legends of Andor is a cooperative adventure board game for two to four players in which a band of heroes must work together to defend a fantasy realm
from invading hordes. To secure Andor's borders, the heroes will embark on dangerous quests over the course of five unique scenarios (as well as a final
scenario created by the players themselves). But as the clever game system keeps monsters on the march toward the castle, the players must balance their
priorities carefully.At the heart of Legends of Andor is its unique narrative, the linked scenarios of which tell an overarching story as the players successfully
complete objectives. For each scenario, or "Legend", a legend deck conveys the plot of an ever-unfolding tale...one in which the players are the protagonists.
A wooden marker moves along the board's legend track at key points during each scenario, triggering the draw of a new legend card, the introduction of new
game-altering effects, and the advancement of the story's plot. In the end, the players must endeavor to guide the fate of Andor through their heroic actions,
bringing a happy ending to their epic fantasy tale.Will their heroes roam the land completing quests in the name of glory, or devote themselves to the defense
of the realm? Uncover epic tales of glory as you live the Legends of Andor!
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 The Pillars Of The Earth Board Game

by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 029877041039
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $58.00

The Pillars of the Earth is based on the bestselling novel by Ken Follett.At the beginning of the 13th century, construction of the greatest and most beautiful
cathedral in England begins. Players are builders who try to contribute the most to this cathedral's construction and, in so doing, score the most victory
points. Gameplay roughly consists of using workers to produce raw materials, and then using craftsmen to convert the materials into victory points. Workers
may also be used to produce gold, the currency of the game. Players are also given three master builders each turn, each of which can do a variety of tasks,
including recruiting more workers, buying or selling goods, or just obtaining victory points. Getting early choices with a master builder costs gold, as does
purchasing better craftsmen. Players must strike a balance between earning gold to fund their purchases and earning victory points.

 Star Trek Catan
Star Trek
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 9781569052556
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $55.00

On behalf of the Federation, you explore space with your starships and build outposts and starbases near valuable planets. There you extract important
resources such as the coveted dilithium. But the Federation has also sent out other expeditions.Therefore, you have to be wary of competitors - and of the
Klingons, who want to give the players a hard time. With the aid of Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock, however, keeping the opponents in check and
outperforming competitors should be an easy task. With this in mind: Live long and prosper!Star Trek Catan is basically a direct adaptation of “The Settlers
of Catan” Base Game. But what would Star Trek be without its protagonists Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock? That's why Star Trek Catan also contains the card
set “Helpers of Catan” – the set was adapted to the Star Trek universe, of course. The players thus receive direct support from Kirk, Spock, McCoy, and
another 7 famous Star Trek characters.Illustrator and Star Trek fan Franz Vohwinkel provided completely new illustrations of all printed game components,
including the characters, based on motifs from the popular TV series and the movies with William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. Hence, Star Trek Catan is
set in the second half of the 23rd century, the classic Star Trek era.

 Star Wars: X-wing Game B-wing Expansion
B-Wing Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT

ISBN: 9781616616762
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Inc
Pub. Date: 2013-08-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.95

The B-wing's heavy weapons array and resilient shielding quickly solidified it as the Alliance's most formidable assault fighter. Accordingly, the B-Wing
Expansion Pack for Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game packs a mighty punch! The B-wing can be equipped with a system upgrade for precision targeting
and can wield as many as two torpedoes (including the hard-hitting Advanced Proton Torpedoes), as well as a cannon. These short-range torpedoes can only
fire at enemies within Range 1, but with its five shields and ability to barrel roll, the B-wing is built to get up close and personal in even the thickest of
combats.The B-Wing Expansion Pack contains a stunning miniature at 1/270 scale, a maneuver dial, all necessary tokens, four ship cards, and a devastating
arsenal of five upgrade cards.
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 Star Wars: X-wing Game Lambda Class Shuttle Expansion

Lambda-Class Shuttle Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT

ISBN: 9781616616755
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Inc
Pub. Date: 2013-08-01
Pages: 
Price: $36.25

Noted for its tri-wing design, the Lambda-class shuttle served a critical role as a light utility craft in the Imperial Navy. Now you can use this utilitarian ship
to strengthen your Imperial squad for Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game. The Lambda-class Shuttle Expansion Pack includes one large-base Lambda-
class shuttle miniature at 1/270 scale, its maneuver dial, all necessary tokens, four ship cards, and a whopping twelve upgrades, which afford Imperial
players an astonishing level of customization and control of their squads. The four ship cards feature three unique pilots who can each provide powerful
benefits to their squad mates; for example, Captain Kagi can divert enemy target locks from your other ships and force your opponent to fire against his
shuttle and its five shields.The Lambda-class Shuttle is highly customizable, too, as each one can carry up to two crew members, one cannon, and a system
upgrade. Pair Captain Kagi with a Rebel Captive, and you may discourage your opponent from trying to establish target locks and fire missiles.

 Star Wars: X-wing Game Tie Bomber Expansion
Tie Bomber Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT

ISBN: 9781616616779
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Inc
Pub. Date: 2013-08-01
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

While not as agile or fast as other TIE variants, the TIE bomber is capable of delivering an astonishing payload, and the TIE Bomber Expansion Pack for the
Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game carries enough firepower to destroy virtually any enemy target. Each TIE bomber is capable of carrying two torpedoes,
two missiles, and one bomb. Accordingly, the expansion's five upgrade cards present you with a wide array of armaments, including the punishing Proton
Bombs. You'll also find a striking miniature, a maneuver dial, all necessary tokens, and four talented new pilots.

 Zombie Cribbage
The Classic Parlor Game that Just Won't Die
by FOREST-PRUZAN COLLEC

ISBN: 9781452122113
Binding: Board book 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 1
Price: $24.95

This absurdly fun mash-up reimagines the most popular table-top game of all time as a creepy zombie march with twisted rules and game components for a
new generation of players, including a custom-illustrated deck of cards. Points earned through card play send zombies lurching down a cobblestone
scoreboard in a race to the finish line. Zombie Cribbage  resurrects a great card game for all ages in a package that's as handy on-the-go as it is at home.
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